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ATOM CITY
poems by Sara Sams

SARA SAMS’ ATOM CITY SHOWS US
WHAT VIOLENCE AND INVISIBLE
INTERIORITY AND TENDERNESS IS AT
THE CORE OF THE AMERICAN
HOMETOWN.

— Sarah Vap, author of Viability
Atom City
Poems
by Sara Sams

“Sara Sams’ Atom City opens with a caution, “But Think, Are You
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Authorized to Tell It.” In poems of sharp wit and riveting investigation,
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tell it she does! Aware of the irony of “grow[ing] up happy / in a town
that knitted / mushroom clouds,” Sams documents government
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duplicity and the revisionist history of developing the atomic bomb.
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The volume is punctuated by poems rich in details of her Appalachian
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roots and a magnificent series about local legend “Prophet John,” who
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foresaw the bomb a century ago. Exploratory poems from the “vast
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archive of the atoms” are tempered by tender poems of loss and love.
This is a bold debut by a major new poet.”
— Cynthia Hogue, author of In June the Labyrinth
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"Each poem Sara Sams writes is a reckoning with man-made
devastation. In her brilliant debut collection, she proves herself to be a
poet of immense personal and historical depth as she investigates
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complicity in one of history’s most frightening discoveries: the atomic
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bomb. The result is a haunting and intimate conversation about
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language and truth.”
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— Diana Marie Delgado, author of Tracing the Horse

PROJECT SYNOPSIS
The city of Oak Ridge did not exist until the Manhattan Engineering District condemned local
houses in the rural east Tennessee Valley and quickly developed facilities there to enrich
uranium for an atomic bomb. Historian Peter Bacon Hales speaks to this metaphorical “district”:
“Every other [engineering] district served a specific region and was named after the principal
city or geographical feature; this new district would be exactly opposite— its functions would be
scattered among sites strewn across the country… [General Leslie R.] Groves believed a new
district could give the illusion of geographic identity to belie its true nature as a metaphysical
entity.”
I bring this history up because reading Hales’s Atomic Spaces was an important catalyst for
these poems. His work helped me realize that language, in particular, created obstacles for the
Manhattan Project— as well as dangerous opportunities.
My manuscript tries to dig beneath such layers of language: the rhetoric of the Manhattan
Engineering District, the the militarization of scientific conversations, the mythologized stories of
the local residents of Oak Ridge Valley before it was condemned, the use of such myths to
underscore the morality of the bomb, current exhibits at the American Museum of Science and
Energy, my own family’s participation in the Project and the stories they’ve hot-potato'd since,
the atomification of so much of my hometown (including our high school’s logo), and so on.
When I chase these stories, I follow Hales’s call to create a “poetic historical record.”
But even as I attempt to measure the distance between the history of Oak Ridge and the
language that continues to affect it, I recognize that my measurements make my own record
problematic. I tend to this issue by writing poems that analyze the act of observation and the
emotional histories that have shaped me, the observer. As in particle physics: It is necessary to
distinguish clearly between the measured value of a quantity and the value resulting from the
measurement process.
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